Introduction
Consider the following set of linear fractional maps of logarithmic capacity zero. In this survey paper, we explore the class of Blaschke products for which this exceptional set is empty. These Blaschke products are called indestructible and have some intriguing properties.
z -a Ta(z)
:
Frostman's theorems
If ( an)n l is a sequence of points in ID>, p E N U {O}, and 'Y E JR, a necessary and sufficient condition that the infinite product ( 1) In what follows, we use the notation B* (() to denote the radial limit value of B at ( whenever it exists (whether or not it is unimodular).
(2) This paper will cover a selection of results about Blaschke products. All the basic properties of Blaschke products, and more, are covered in [3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18, 26] .
For a particular point ( E 8][)), there is the following refinement of Fatou's theorem [10] (see also [3, p. 33] ).
THEOREM 2.2 (Frostman). A necessary and sufficient condition that a Blaschke product B, with zeros ( an)n i, and all its subproducts have radial limits of modulus one at ( E 8][)) is that (2.3)
1-lanl 1( -anl < oo.
The Frostman theorems (like Theorem 2.2 above and Theorem 2.13, Theorem 2.14, and Theorem 2.18 below) are not always standard material for many complex analysts and so, for the sake of completeness and to give the reader a sense of how all these ideas are related, we will outline parts of the proofs of his theorems.
In our discussion below, we will only use one direction of Theorem 2.2 so we prove this one direction and point the reader to [3, p. 34] for the proof of the other. 
Second, use induction to verify that for a sequence ( bn)n l C (0, 1), we have (2.5) II(1 -bn) ;;:: 1-Lbn, VN E N.
n=l n=l Third, one can verify, via a routine computation, the identity
2(
tn and so I B(r)l2 = ro r o Ir -51 2 n=l 1 1 -a n rl 2 = ro r o {1-(1 -r 2 )(1 -lan l 2 ) } n=l 1 1 -a n rl 2 1-f:(1 -r2)(1 -lan l 2) (by eq.(2.5))
,,... n=l l l -anr l 2 '
Now use the inequalities in eq.(2.4) and the dominated convergence theorem to get (2.6) lim I B(r) I = 1. (E8Illi n=l '> -an We will get to this in the last section. log l<P(r ei 9 )ld0 = 0. r-+1-o Again, for the sake of giving the reader a feel for how all these ideas are related, and since this result will be used later, we outline a proof. We follow [3, p. 32 ].
Indeed, suppose ¢ = B, a Blaschke product. Let Bn be the product of the first n terms of B and, given E > 0, choose a large n so that 
., -z and notice, using the fact that !Rg is non-positive and harmonic along with the mean value property for harmonic functions, that if !Rg has a zero in II)), then !Rg = 0 on II)) and consequently µ = 0. Use the mean value property again to see that
la11> la11>
As r ---+ 1-, the integral on the right-hand side approaches zero since B is a Blaschke product (see above) and the integral on the left-hand side approaches zero by assumption. This means that !Rg(O) = 0 and so, by what we said before, µ = 0 and so ¢ = B is a Blaschke product. This completes the proof.
The linear fractional maps 
are all inner functions. However, some of them might not be Blaschke productseven if </> is a Blaschke product. For example (see eq.(4.6)) the function
turns out to be a Blaschke product. However,
is a singular inner function. Define the exceptional set c(</>) for </> to be
This exceptional set £(¢) has some very special properties. The first was observed in [16] (see also [22] For fixed r E (0, 1) and k E N, let
Notice that F( r, k ) is relatively closed in lill. Finally, we observe that
which proves the result. 0
The exceptional set c(</>) satisfies one more special property. In order to explain this, we need the definition of logarithmic capacity. We follow [12, (Frostman) . For an inner function </J, e(</J) has logarithmic capacity zero.
PROOF. Suppose e(</J) has positive logarithmic capacity. By Theorem 2.14, there is a compact subset K of positive logarithmic capacity such that
Moreover, by the definition of logarithmic capacity, there is a positive non-zero measure a supported on K such that G,,. is bounded on ][]). We than have
which is a contradiction. PROOF. Suppose that for some a E lDl \ {O}, Ba = ra o B has a non-trivial singular inner factor. By Theorem 2.13, there is a ( E 81Dl such that B(() = 0.
However, for 0 < r < 1, IBa(r()I ;;::: 2IB(r() -al and so, taking limits as r --+ 1-, we see that B* (() = a, which contradicts our assumption. surface is the unit disk. Our discussion has not only historical value, but will be useful when we discuss a fascinating example of Morse later on.
D COROLLARY 3.2. If B is a Blaschke product whose zeros ( an)n l satisfy
If f : lDl ---+ lDl is analytic and a E lDl, the function z f-+ -log l fa( z ) I , where fa = Ta o J , is superharmonic on lDl (i.e., log l fa l is subharmonic on lDl). Using the classical inner-outer factorization theorem (8, Ch. 2], one can show that
where n( w) is the multiplicity of the zero of f ( z ) -a at z = w, and Ua is a nonnegative harmonic function on lDl. The focus of Heins' work is the residual term Ua. His first observation is that Ua is the greatest harmonic minorant of -log l fa l· Moreover, since Ua is a non-negative harmonic function on lDl, Herglotz's theorem (8, p. 2] yields a positive measure µa on 8lDl such that Gs3 ( z , a) = -log l t=-z l .
We state this next theorem in the special case of the disk but refer the reader to Heins' paper where an analog of this theorem holds for Riemann surfaces. Combining these observations, we have shown the following theorem. 
Zeros of indestructible Blaschke products
I_ </> -</>(O) = b ·s zn 1-</>(O)</> '
THEOREM 4.1 (McLaughlin). Using the notation above, a Blaschke product B is indestructible if and only if
B(O ) -a I I oo l 1 -aB(O) = j=l jw3 j, Va # B(O),
/ 3
In other words, there are 'destructible' Blaschke products which become indestructible when one of their zeros are removed. We will not give all of the technical details here since they are done thoroughly in Morse's paper. However, since they do relate directly to the earlier work of Heins, from the previous section, we will give an outline of Morse's theorem.
Suppose B is a Blaschke product such that the set If we make the further assumption that not only is {( : IB*(()I < 1} at most countable but B is also destructible, i.e., Ba is not a Blaschke product for some a E JD), we see (see eq.(3.7)) that Ua > 0 and so, for this particular a, the discrete measure µa above is not identically zero. Define Q( B) to be the union of the carriers of the measures {µa : Ua = Pµa > O}. Notice that (2) Given any 0 < s < 1, there is a B E e such that f.e(B) = {s l zl < 1}. There is a sizable literature of deep results which relate the class of Blaschke products '.P := {B : ee(B) = 0}
to many ideas in function algebras. We refer the reader to [24, p. 287] for a discussion of this and for the exact references. So far we have discussed when a Blaschke product has the property that all its Frostman shifts belong to a certain class of Blaschke products. We point out two papers [14, 24] which discuss when an inner function ¢ (not necessarily a Blaschke product) has the property that <Pa belongs to a certain class of Blaschke products (the class e for example) for all a E ][)) \ {O}.
